Mission Review
Are we doing what we say we’re
doing?

Mission Review
& the Standards of Excellence
The Mission Review
brings together key
individuals in a crosscampus forum to review
and respond to
assessment results as
they relate to a particular
aspect of the College’s
Mission.

Standard I
Mission

• Awareness and
assessment of the
Mission

Standard IV
Support of
Student
Experience

Standard V
Educational
Effectiveness

• Commitment to
retention,
persistence,
graduation &
success

• Communicating the
results of assessment
• Improving key
indicators of student
success

How it came about…

with the help of the Assessment Oversight
Committee

Challenge #1:
Lots of Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enrollment
Retention
Course Success
Program Outcomes
Student Engagement
Student Satisfaction
Demographics
Financial Aid
Pilot Studies
Benchmark Comparisons
Transfer Rates
Graduation Rates
Etc.

SENSE

VFA

Challenge #2:

Organizational Silos

Data were reviewed by
departments or divisions, but
rarely reviewed holistically and in
light of the bigger picture – the
mission.

Challenge #3:

Information Sharing
Different departments…
•
•
•
•

Learning
Outcomes
Employer
Satisfaction

Engagement

KPIs

had different insights,
additional data,
a partial picture, and
often viewed the data in
isolation.

Pilot Studies

Enrollment

Student
Satisfaction

Challenge #4:

Opportunities for Dialogue
We needed time and
space to wade through
the data together and to
understand the story.

Where to Begin?
Fitting the pieces together

The Light Bulb Moment

• Inspired by the mission-based assessment
efforts of St. Louis Community College, we
examined our own mission and began the
work of re-engineering our approach to
conducting, reviewing and responding to our
assessments.
• The resulting framework brought new
meaning and clarity to our work.
Cosgrove, John J. and Lawrence J. McDoniel. “Creating a Culture of Action Using Mission-Based Assessment.”
Assessment Update, vol. 21, no. 4, 2009, pp. 11-14.

The Framework
Our Mission

Bucks County Community College provides a diverse community of
learners with exemplary, accessible educational opportunities and the
personal connections that foster success.
To support our mission, we:
•

Engage and support students in learning experiences that lead to
academic excellence and provide a foundation for the pursuit of
higher degrees and lifelong learning.

Access
Student Success
Transfer Preparation
Career Preparation

Empower students with the skills and credentials to secure
employment in their fields and the capability to adapt and respond
to the changing needs of tomorrow’s workplace.

Service to the Community

•

Develop the critical thinking skills, broad-based knowledge, and the
social, ethical, and civic responsibility of our students.

Stewardship of Resources

•

Enrich the intellectual, cultural, and recreational life of the
community.

•

Where to begin?

When should
we meet?

Why are we
doing this?

What
should be
included?

Who should
participate?
How
should we
organize?

Why are we doing this?
Mission
Review

provides opportunities to:

• Help us know how well we are doing what we say we are doing;
• Focus on one element of the Mission for in-depth analysis;
• Review assessment results in relation to each other rather than in isolation;
• Gather key insights and perspectives from a variety of individuals;
• Develop cross-campus action plans to drive continuous improvement;
• Promote recognition and appreciation of each other’s work and accomplishments.

What should be included?
KPIs

To examine the success of the college in achieving its mission & goals

• KPIs may also alert us to a particular situation and/or aspect of the college that needs attention
• When benchmarked against others, KPIs help to identify our strengths and weaknesses

Other Data

To guide our continuous improvement efforts

• KPIs usually require supporting information in order to develop appropriate action plans
• Such assessments also highlight important achievements and/or challenges

Results of Prior Action
Plans

To determine if efforts should be continued and/or expanded

How should we organize?

Missions
within the
Mission for Bucks, there are 6 distinct reviews

• Access – responsiveness to diverse populations, college readiness, affordability, convenience
• Student Success - course & program success, retention, transfer and graduation rates, student engagement
• Transfer Preparation – transfer rates, student satisfaction with preparation, curriculum and articulation with
other colleges, success of transfer students
• Career Preparation – certification & licensure exam rates, graduate & employer satisfaction with preparation;
employment
• Service to the Community – workforce development, continuing education, cultural and recreational
programming, community support
• Stewardship of Resources – faculty/student ratios, enrollment, human resources, infrastructure, financials,
satisfaction; sustainability

Who and When?
Who

Anyone interested in participating

• The Executive Director of Research & Assessment coordinates the reviews
• Key individuals provide and present supporting data

When

One review per term

• This allows six reviews to be completed in three years
• The sessions may last 2-4 hours, although the Student Success review may span
two days.

ASSESSMENT

Mission & Goals
Access

Institutional Effectiveness

Strategic and
Operational
Planning

Student Learning

Student Success
Transfer Preparation

Mission
Reviews

Career Preparation
Service to the
Community
Stewardship of
Resources

Planning
Results are used to inform
strategic and operational
planning and to drive
continuous improvement in
achieving our mission and goals.

Overall
IE
Review

The Mission Review
process reviews these
results as part of an
in-depth analysis on a
particular aspect of
the mission (ex.:
Transfer); action plans
are developed and
communicated.

Upon completion of the
Mission Review process,
a summary of overall
institutional
effectiveness is
conducted.

The Results

Examples from the Mission Review

A variety of
qualitative &
quantitative data are
reviewed
Mission Review

Students
need goals.

Participants
examine the
connections
between, and the
story behind the
data.
Student Success Review

We lose 25% of
our freshman
class in the first
term.

Students
struggle with
balancing life’s
responsibilities.

Students with
<30 credits
are less
engaged.

30% of our new
students are
enrolled in
Liberal Arts
General

What else do we need
to know?
What questions do we
need to answer?

Sometimes, we
need to take a
deeper dive.
What more do we know or do we
need to know?

Will it ever
end?

CCSSE & Local Surveys

Local Data

Students are not uniformly
aware of or utilizing the
services that we offer.

A high percentage of students
test into developmental
writing.

CCSSE

Local Data

Most of our students are
part-time.

Students identify full-time
jobs and lack of finances as
the greatest barriers to
persistence.

Students often default to
Liberal Arts. Liberal Arts has
the highest attrition rate of all
programs.

VFA

CCSSE

NCCBP

PT students do not complete
or transfer at the same rates
as FT students.

Student – Faculty Interaction
is better than the

Developmental writing
enrollee success rate is in the
top percentiles.

Local Survey

SSI

CCSSE
FT students are more
engaged than PT students.

Enrollment Data

What else do
we know?
Student Success Mission Review

PT students are not satisfied
with advising.

benchmark.

Students need to know earlier
in the term if they are doing
poorly.

Research Studies
Students benefit from clear
pathways.

Students often
default to the
Liberal Arts
program.

What else do
we know?
Student Success Mission Review

Liberal Arts has
the highest
attrition rate of all
programs.

Students
benefit from
clear pathways.

PT students are
not satisfied
with advising.

After further
analysis, action
plans are
developed.
Student Success Mission Review

Finish It Campaign
Mandatory Advising
Earlier Warning
Developmental Ed Acceleration
Holistic Assessment

Agenda & Data

Sample Ideas to Support the Review Process

Sample Agenda
Access Mission

Sample Agenda
Stewardship of Resources

Key Performance Indicators
Access Mission

ACCESS MISSION
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Responsiveness

College
Readiness

Convenience

Affordability

Comparison to Benchmark

Above

Equal

Below

>= Prior
Year

Loan Default Rate
High School Market Penetration
Student Minority Participation Ratio

Supporting/Monitoring Data

Enrollment by Campus
Developmental – First College Level Math
Course Enrollee Success Rate
Developmental – First College Level Writing
Course Enrollee Success Rate

• Scholarship Dollars Awarded
• Tuition & fees as a % of county
median income
• eLearning
• % DevEd students that became
college ready within two years

Key Performance Indicators
Student Success Mission
SUCCESS MISSION

3 Year Graduation Rate
for 1st Time, Full-Time
Combined 3-Year Grad & Transfer Rates
of First-time, Full-time Cohort
College Level Course
Completer Success Rate

Persistence

Graduation

Transfer

Comparison to Benchmark

Above
Fall-to-Fall Retention Rate

Engagement

Equal

Below

>= Prior
Year

Supporting/Monitoring Data
• Gen Ed Assessment Data
• VFA Data
• Fall to Spring Retention Rates
• Student Engagement Data
• Student Satisfaction Data
• Program Outcomes
• Relevant Local Surveys

Key Performance Indicators
Career and Transfer Preparation
TRANSFER & CAREER PREP

Comparison to Benchmark
Above

Equal

Below

> = Prior
Year

Transfer
Rates

Graduate
Satisfaction

Certification
and Exam
Pass Rates

Employment

Three Year Transfer Rate of
First-time, Full-time Student Cohort
% Career (Occupational) Program
Completers Employed in Related Field
and/or Pursuing Education
Licensure Pass Rates
AD Nursing
Practical Nursing
Radiography
Phlebotomy
Nurse’s Aide

Threshold

Supporting/Monitoring
Data
• Student Satisfaction Data
• Employer Satisfaction Data
• Four Year College Feedback
• Articulation Agreements
• Co-op & Internship Efforts

Key Performance Indicators
Service to the Community

SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

Business & Industry Duplicated Headcount

Companies Served

Equal

Below

People
inspired

Families
assisted

Money raised,
cans collected

Workers
prepared
Economy
supported

Comparison to
Benchmark
Above

Lives enriched

>= Prior
Year

Supporting/Monitoring Data
• Grant-funded Initiatives to support training
• Non-credit students served via ConEd and
other special program offerings
• Satisfaction
• Cultural Offerings
• Community Service Initiatives

Key Performance Indicators
Stewardship of Resources
STEWARDSHIP OF RESOURCES

Total Credit Enrollments / Credits
Non-Credit Registrations
Audited Increase in Net Assets
Fund Balance
% CCSSE Respondents Who Evaluated Their
Entire Educational Experience as “Good or
Excellent”

Equal

Below

Financial
Resources

Physical
Resources

Comparison to Benchmark

Above

Value
Proposition

Enrollment

Human
Resources

>= Prior
Year

Supporting/Monitoring Data
• Professional Development
• Faculty/Student Ratios
• Student Satisfaction
• Revenue Sources
• Grant Income
• College Foundation Financials
• Status of Technology Infrastructure
• Status of Physical Plant
• Sustainability Efforts

Moving
Forward
Feedback & Lessons Learned

Participant Reactions
“The Mission Review built a
community that reached
beyond silos to address
purpose, mission and goals.”

“You get to see the big
picture, not just your little
slice, which helps to put your
individual role/area in
perspective.”

“It was really energizing, actually. You were there in a room
with a lot of really smart people who care about the
students and everyone was putting the same body of
information together.”

The vast majority of participants felt that they:
• Developed a better understanding of the
variety of campus efforts aimed at
achieving the College's mission and goals.
• Benefited from the insights and
perspectives of others
To a lesser extent, they:
• developed additional insights for
continuous improvement by participating
in the day's events;
• recognized a need to improve existing data
collection efforts to better assess their
area's progress in meeting stated goals.

Lessons Learned

• Organization is key to the success of the session
• Involve key presenters in the design of the day
• Plan the date well in advance & advertise regularly
• Give clear guidelines for the length of presentations (or invest in a shepherd’s hook)
• Allow adequate time for questions & discussion
• Consider videotaping and setting up remote access
• Take good notes, summarize the key action plans & distribute quickly to maintain
momentum!
• Establish working groups to continue the discussion and development of plans
• Share an abbreviated version of the review with your Board of Trustees

Takeaways

The Mission Review process…
• provides foundational information for the strategic planning
process
• has proven successful in promoting:
• continuous improvement
• appreciation & understanding of others’ efforts
• cross campus collaboration in developing solutions
• awareness of how well we are doing what we say we are doing

Thank You!

Jenell.Bramlage@bucks.edu
Barbara.Yetman@bucks.edu
Bucks County Community College
Newtown, PA

